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Abstract- Motion estimation is one of the most computational- where fr(i,j) = sample of the reference block at location (ij);
intensive tasks in video compression. In order to reduce the fc(ij) = sample of the current block at location (ij) and
amount of computation, various fast motion estimation fr(°,0), fc(O,0) are the top-left samples in the reference and
algorithms have been developed. These fast algorithms can be current blocks respectively.
classified into two groups. One is the lossy motion-estimation In order to fnd the best matching block in the reference
approach, which may have some degradation of predicted frame, in theory, it is necessary to carry out a comparison of
images, and the other is lossless, which means that the quality the current block with every possible region in the reference
of the predicted images is exactly the same as those obtained by frre.This i

t everytoo time- regionin the ofe
the conventional full search algorithm. The partial distortion frame. This is usually too time-consuming because of the
search and successive elimination algorithm are two well- large number of operations required. Full search motion
known techniques belonging to the second kind of approach. estimation calculates the comparison criterion (e.g. SAD as
These two algorithms use different checking criteria to shown in (1)) at each possible location in the search window.
eliminate as much redundant computations as possible. The locations may be processed in a "raster" order starting
Actually, the working principles of these methods are from the top-left corner of the search window or in a "spiral"
independent to each others and it is possible to apply them order starting from the centre position ofthe search window.
sequentially in order to achieve greater saving in computation. Owing to the computational complexity of the full search
In this paper, we propose a new fast full-search motion algorithm, many alternative "fast search" algorithms have
estimation algorithm which can exploit fully the advantages of '
adaptive partial distortion search and successive elimination been developed for moton estmation. These fast algorithms
algorithm. Experimental results show that this proposed can be classified into two groups. One is the lossy motion-
algorithm has an average speed-up of 13.31 as compared with estimation algorithm [3] in which these algorithms can
the full search algorithm in terms of computational efficiency. reduce the amount of computations as compared with the full
This result is much better than the method simply combing search by just sampling a few points in the SAD map, and
both partial distortion search and successive elimination this may not be the global minimum. The other is lossless
algorithm, which has an average computational speed-up of which gives exactly the same video quality as those image
10.60. For a practical realization using a PC, the average frames predicted by the conventional full search algorithm.
execution time speed-up for our algorithm is 4.96, which is also For lossless motion estimation, typical examples are partial
the best performance among all algorithms tested. distortion search (PDS) [4, 5], and successive elimination

algorithm (SEA) [6], in which they can achieve the same
compression performance as the full search but with less

I. INTRODUCTION computation as required in full search. Based on these
From various approaches for motion estimation, block- methods, various derivatives have been published in

matching algorithm is very popular in the framework of literature, such as adaptive PDS [7, 8]; multi-level SEA [9,
generic coding (e.g. MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, H.261 10, 11]; combination of SEA and PDS [12] and etc.
and H.263) [1, 2]. Block-based matching algorithms are to In this paper, the partial distortion search algorithm (both
look for the optimal motion vectors, which minimize the conventional and adaptive approaches) and successive
matching difference between candidate blocks in the elimination algorithm are firstly described in Section II.
reference frame and the target block in the current frame. A Then, our proposed new fast full-search motion estimation
common comparison criterion for measuring the block algorithm combining the merits of these two algorithms is
difference is to calculate the sum of absolute differences described in Section III. A comparison of computational
(SAD) between an NxN block in the current frame and an efficiency and the motion estimation execution time of
NxN block in the reference frame as follows. various lossless fast full-search algorithms and our proposed

N-IN-1 algorithm are described in Section IV. Fial,a conclusion
SAD= Y, , If, (i, j) fr (i) is given in Section V. Finlly,
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II. FAST FULL-SEARCH ALGORITHMS: PARTIAL pixel matching errors for each pixel within the target MB,
DISTORTION SEARCH AND SUCCESSIVE ELIMINATION and then uses these predicted errors to form an index set for

ALGORITHM calculating the partial SAD. The major steps of this
algorithm are outlined as follows.

A. Partial Distortion Search Step 1: For each target MB under consideration,
1) Conventional Partial Distortion Search calculates the mean of pixel values in the initial candidate
Similar to the conventional full search (FS) algorithm, MB which is at the centre of the search window as follows:

partial distortion search (PDS) also needs to evaluate the NN-1N-1
block differences (SAD) between the target block in the N * N E Jr (i ± Umed,I ± Vmed) (4)
current frame with all the possible candidate blocks within where (Umed, 1010
theearh widowin the reference frame. But, PDS uses the whr 8enVmed) iS the median predictor of three adjacentthe search window in the reference frame. But, PDS uses the'blocks, left, top and top right blocks to the current position aspartial sum of absolute differences between two blocks to described in [13].

eliminate the impossible candidates before the complete Step 2: Initializes an index set, S'={(k' , V) InO,.
calculation of SAD. That is, if an intermediate sum of jnN±i N*N l '
absolute differences is larger than the minimum value of ' '

SADknownattttime, the of Step 3: Uses m as reference for calculating the predicted
SAD known at that h eteremainig computation for l..calculating the SAD can be abandoned. pixel matching error, pexp(n), at each pixel location in the

Basically, after updating the current SAD at every sample target MB as follows:1(
location, we can check whether the accumulated SAD so far Pexp (n) nf(k'I,ln) -m n 0.N * Nn- (5)
is larger than the current minimum SAD (SADmm) or not. Step 4: Re-arranges the order of pixels in S' in
But, the checking itself also takes processing time, so it is descending order of predicted pixel matching errors to obtain
not efficient to perform this test after adding the absolute S and then uses S as an index set in calculating the partial
value of the difference of each pair of samples. Instead, a SAD at every search location in the search window.
good approach is to include this checking every time after a In order to make full use of the advantage of clustering
row of samples has been evaluated for updating the current characteristic, we may also sort consecutive number of pixels
SAD. This idea can be formulated by checking the kth partial in a row instead of each individual pixel in forming the index
SAD (SADk) as shown in (2). Once the partial sum SADk set. In this way, consecutive number of pixels (4, 8 or 16)
exceeds the current SADmm, we can terminate the remaining will be accumulated to partial SAD each time. Also, it can
summation of the absolute differences and remove this help to reduce the amount of non-uniform memory access in
impossible candidate motion vector (x, y). calculating the partial SAD. Such row-based adaptive PDS

k-I N-1 algorithm is denoted as CPME-PDS4, CPME-PDS8 and
SADk =ECfc(i,fj)-fr(i+x,j+y) k=1,2,...N. (2) CPME-PDS16 when consecutive 4, 8, 16 pixels are

j=o i=0 accumulated to partial SAD each time respectively.

2) Adaptive Partial Distortion Search using Clustered B. Successive Elimination Algorithm
Pixel Matching Error Characteristic In conventional full search, it calculates the comparison

As discussed previously, PDS reduces the computation criterion, e.g. SAD, at each possible location within the
complexity by terminating the SAD calculation early when it search window and then checks whether the SAD just
finds that a partial SAD is already greater than the current obtained is smaller than the current SADmin or not. If the
minimum SAD. Based on (2) let us define a generalized newly obtained SAD is smaller than the current mm,
form of the partial SAD as follows: SADmin and the best match location will be updated

p-IN-i accordingly. Actually, SAD computation at a search location
SADp= lfj(kn,ln)-fr(kn+x,±n+y)I p=12, N. (3) can be totally avoided if we can know in advance that its

j=O i=O SAD is impossible to be smaller than the current SADm.m.
where {(kn, In) In=O,. .. I j*N±i,..., N*N- 1 is an index set of For successive elimination algorithm (SEA), the main
all pixels in a MB. The index set determines the order of concept is to establish a testing criterion in such a way that it
each pixel in the MB to be evaluated in calculating the SADp. can be used to indicate whether the candidate block in the
If an index set can be formed in such a way that a pixel with reference frame will have the SAD value which must be
greater matching error is accumulated to SAD earlier thanP greater than or equal to the current SADmmn or not. So, if this
other pixels, then SAD calculation can be terminated earlier, t
A possible way is to use an adaptive PDS using the consideraton will have the SAD value which must be greater
characteristic of clustered pixel matching errors (CPME) [8]. thnsorato he re SAD the thisb be

* than or equal to the current SADm. , then this block will be
Ideally, the index set should be formed in the descending rejected immediately. Otherwise, SAD computation will be

order of pixel matching errors. For this adaptive PDS performed on this candidate block for further checking. The
algorithm (denoted as CPME-PDS), it makes use of the testing criterion to determine whether the actual SAD
phenomenon that pixel matching errors with similar computation is needed or not is established based on an
magnitude tend to appear in clusters in natural video inequality relationship between the target block in the current
sequences. So, this algorithm at first tries to estimate the frame and the candidate block in the reference frame.
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Assume that the search window is of size to reduce the effect of non-uniform memory access, we can
(2M+± )x(2M+1); where x, y represents two components of a use the row-based CPME approach to determine the adaptive
motion vector, -M < x, y < M and we use the same notations index set for each target MB.
as described previously. Then, the SAD between the target To summarize, the new proposed algorithm which
block in the current frame and the candidate block at search combines SEA, and CPME-PDS or its row-based approach
location (x, y) in the reference frame is as follows: CPME-PDS4 (denoted as SEA+CPME-PDS, SEA+CPME-

SAD(x,y) = E fc(I fr(i±+X7j+±Y)I (6) PDS4) consists of three major steps.
o= i=o Step 1: At each search location, check whether it is a

By using the inequality: potential candidate or not by applying the SEA
By usmg the equallalgorithm.

|lf'(ii)|- (1±(i+Xj ±+Y) <. Jf(i) <,-J((i+Xj +Y)I (7) Step 2: If it is a potential candidate, use the adaptive set to
It can be shown that the following relation holds [6]: calculate the partial SAD.

JR - M(x,y)l . SAD(x,y) (8) Step 3: Check the PDS termination criterion for each
whereIRadM(x,y)| y)represents the of thetwopartial SAD obtained and terminate the SAD

where R and M(x,y) represents the sum norms of the two calculation once the criterion is matched.
blocks defined as follows:

N-IN-i N-iN-1 IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

j=O i=O =O i=o Totally, six frame-based video sequences were tested,
Assume we have obtained the current SADmiln and the size of two of them (Car phone and Trevor) is

(=SAD(m,n)) at location (m,n), then we need to compute the 176x144 pixels and the four of them (Stefan, Table-tennis,
SAD at location (x,y) only if SAD(x,y) < SADmin. From (8), Coastguard and Football) is 352x240 pixels.
it is observed if JR - M(x,y)l . SAD(m,n), it is impossible for To evaluate the performance of the SEA+CPME-PDS
SAD(x,y) to be smaller than SAD(m, n), and so this candidate and SEA+CPME-PDS4, we have tested these video
block should be rejected immediately. Thus, the SAD sequences with several algorithms and they are: the
computation is needed to be performed only if the following conventional full search algorithm (FSA), the SEA, the
inequality holds: conventional PDS, the SEA+PDS, the CPME-PDS and its

R - M(x,y) <SAD(m,n) (10) row-based sorting version CPME-PDS4. The outward spiral
scanning was applied to all these algorithms. In addition, a

Then, at each location within the search window, the median predictor was used as an initial searching centre to
testing criterion as described in (10) will be used to exploit the correlation in the motion field for all tested
determine whether the SAD calculation is needed or not. algorithms.

The computational efficiencies of the algorithms were
CIPOPOSEDNG HYBRTiALDiSTORFULL-SEARCHALGORITHM assessed in terms of the number of operations and the

COMBININGEPARTIAEELDISTO TIONSEARCHWIexecution time required for the searching. In our
SUCCESSIVE ELIMINATION implementation, quick sort was used as the sorting approach

Since SEA and PDS utilize different approaches to for CPME-PDS and CPME-PDS4 in forming the index set to
remove redundant computations involved in conventional calculate the partial SAD. TABLE I shows a comparison of
full search, so it is possible to combine these two techniques the average number of total operations per MB of the tested
together to further speed up the motion estimation process. algorithms. The results show that the SEA+CPME-PDS can
On top of this, the idea of using an adaptive index set can be successfully improve the computational efficiency of the
incorporated to further improve its performance. An conventional PDS and SEA algorithms. In terms of speed-up
analytical approach in deriving a new fast full-search ratios, the SEA+CPME-PDS can achieve a speed-up ranging
algorithm is given as follows. between 4.85 and 34.48 of the FSA or an average speed-up

Our algorithm uses the following tools to reduce the of 13.31 of the FSA. TABLE II shows a comparison of the
redundant computations: execution time per frame of the tested algorithms. In

particular, for CPME-PDS, CPME-PDS4, SEA+CPME-PDS
* pre-fwltering of impossible candidates within the search and SEA+CPME-PDS4, the execution time already includes

window without calculating their actual SAD values; the time required for sorting process to form the index set for
* adaptive approach in calculating the SAD such that the each target MB. Again, the results show that the

big pixel differences can be accumulated as soon as SEA+CPME-PDS can successfully reduce the execution
possible; and time required as compared with the case when only

* early termination in calculating the SAD conventional PDS or SEA algorithm is employed. In terms
and in particular, these tools can be realized by applying of speed-up ratios, the SEA+CPME-PDS can achieve a
SEA, using an adaptive index set in calculating the partial speed-up ranging between 2.8 and 6.7 of the FSA or an
SAD and applying PDS sequentially for each target MB average speed-up of4.230ofthe FSA.
under consideration. In forming the adaptive set, we can use Furthermore, it is found that the SEA±CPME-PDS4 can
CPME approach described previously. Furthermore, in order achieve a higher speed-up in execution time as compared
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with that of the SEA±CPME-PDS. For SEA±CPME-PDS4, it a pre-filtering step to get rid of impossible candidates sooner
can achieve an average speed-up of 4.96 of the FSA in terms within the search window without calculating the actual
of the execution time which is also the best among all the SAD values, use an adaptive index set in calculating the
algorithms tested. Comparing the performance of SEA±PDS SAD such that big pixel differences can be accumulated as
and SEA±CPME-PDS, the SEA±CPME-PDS requires fewer early as possible, as well as an early termination criterion in
number of operations per MB but in general the calculating the SAD. Experimental results shows that the
SEA±CPME-PDS requires longer execution time (except for new proposed algorithm SEA±CPME-PDS4 can achieve a
"Car phone" sequence) as compared with that of the better overall performance, both in terms of the average
SEA±PDS. It is because though the adaptive CPME-PDS number of operations and the execution time required,
approach can successfully reject the impossible candidates at among all the tested algorithms.
an earlier stage, it requires random access of pixel values in It is also interesting to note that this paper also outlines a
computing the partial sum. Such non-uniform memory framework in utilizing various tools together in order to
access may result in longer overall execution time. To achieve the best performance in motion estimation. In
compromise the effect of non-uniform memory access of principle, whenever any improvement can be achieved in
CPME-PDS, its row-based version, CPME-PDS4, iS anyone of these tools, the improved version of this tool can
employed instead and from TABLE I and TABLE II, the be used in this framework to replace the old one since the
SEA±CPME-PDS4 requires fewer number of operations per tools used are independent to each others.
MB and in general requires shorter execution time as
compared with that of the SEA±PDS. VI. REFERENCES
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